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Résumé
Cet article étudie les différentes façons dont la lecture, la visualisation et l’interprétation travaillent de pair dans la tradition manuscrite de Reggimento e costumi di donna, un précis de bonne conduite rédigé par Francesco da Barberino à l’intention des femmes. Le public de la fin du Moyen-Âge était capable de naviguer entre des images verbales et visuelles du bon et du mauvais comportement selon une expérience corporelle de la lecture, alors que les lecteurs éprouvaient leur adhésion aux objectifs moraux prônés par la pensée chrétienne. Ce texte pouvait s’adresser à des hommes, des femmes et des enfants se trouvant dans un contexte familial. Le livre se termine par l’invocation d’un splendide joyau qui fonctionne comme un puissant procédé mnémotechnique destiné à aider le lecteur à se souvenir du texte et à activer le message dans son esprit.

Francesco da Barberino (1264–1348), author, notary, and judge, is best known for two literary works that define desirable codes of conduct for men and women. He was highly regarded in the fourteenth century for his exemplary standards of morality, so much so that he was accorded the honour of a grave in the church of Santa Croce, Florence, where many Florentine worthies had been buried over the course of the centuries.1 His writings belong to a broad cultural movement that had its origins in classical times but developed substantially in the Middle Ages, resulting in the creation of a group of didactic, vernacular texts containing the rules for good living.2 Roberta Krueger defines the functions of these writings accordingly: “[C]onduct books played a major role in the spread of literacy, in cultural education, and social mobility.”3 Most of the conduct manuals were not illustrated, so it is noteworthy that, almost from the very outset of the project, Francesco da Barberino chose to express his ideas using a complex interplay between text and image. He clearly believed in the close relationship between verbal and visual imagery in shaping the mind’s eye. He designed a set of vivid personified images to enliven his writings, although only one of the texts, the Documenti d’amore, ever received its intended illustrations; the manuscript of the Reggimento e costumi di donna (hereafter Reggimento) includes blank spaces in relation to the text but was left unadorned (fig. 1). As the recent scholarship by Karl Enenkel and Walter S. Melion indicates, Francesco belonged to the new groups of citizens in the later Middle Ages and early modern period who contributed to meditative theory, practice, and literary creation as they transformed formerly monastic practices of meditation and hermeneutics associated with reading scripture and other texts.4 This study addresses Francesco’s contribution to the genre of conduct literature, examining how he viewed the interplay between text and image as a way to create vivid, memorable texts for his readers that would be enjoyable to read, designed as they were to be retained and subjected to interpretation.5 Writers like Francesco increasingly visualized examples of good and bad conduct, against which readers might measure their adherence to specific moral dilemmas.6

As Mary Carruthers and other scholars make clear, late medieval authors believed that certain ways of reading could lead to ethical transformation: there was a consensus that the soul could be moved as a result of the encounter with texts and images. Like Dante and Chaucer (to name some better known exemplars of this kind of writer), Francesco wanted to address an important dilemma faced by readers: namely, how to negotiate the slippery nature of the different levels of reality (moral and spiritual) lying behind the mundane world of appearances.7 As Enenkel and Melion emphasize, ideas about reading held by Dante, Chaucer, Francesco, and other contemporary writers were shaped by their overarching belief in a cosmographical model that saw signs of a divinely ordained universe imprinted throughout the levels of creation: it was imperative that men and women understood how to “read” the universe in terms of moral decisions.8 Scholars of Trecento Italian literary culture in general, and Dante scholars in particular, note how Dante and others understood the value of the act of dynamic reading, using vivid “active pictures” (imagines agentes) to heighten the reader’s understanding of the interplay between ethics and verbal/visual image formation within the corporeal experience of reading. This study suggests that Francesco’s writings need to be analyzed in relation to how he understood acts of reading, cognition, and comprehension. My article demonstrates that the Reggimento concludes with a potent image of the author/ideal reader contemplating a structured mnemonic “jewel” designed to activate the remembrance of reading different parts of the book, as well as to underscore the necessity of operating on the text as a way of self-investigation and spiritual transformation.9

This study is located within important new developments in pre-modern literacy studies. Scholars in the field are concentrating their attention on the complexities of the reading process. They note that, in the pre-modern era, reading and writing were seen to represent essential epistemological tools for spiritual, political, religious, and philosophical quests, a phenomenon that we can see in Francesco’s writings, which postulate an unfolding journey of knowledge through the experience of the text. New developments in literacy studies remind us that the
processes of reading and writing were shaped by a reader’s bodily experience of the text through a sensory veil that would be anchored by images, real or virtual, images that were inherently pictorial in form and effect. Francesco’s writings therefore help us to understand another key issue in literacy studies, one often overlooked by scholars but which has great relevance, given that this book is written purportedly for women (I argue below for a wider readership than previously believed). I contend that we must grapple with how a writer’s or reader’s gendered identity colours the experience of text and image. Scholars such as Felicity Riddy or Jocelyn Wogan-Browne remind us that men and women inhabit multiple reading positions. To fully understand the art of memory and how mnemonics impact on embodied readers in this period, we must consider how gender operated in the case of Francesco’s texts.

I want to highlight how these texts rely on the manipulation of verbal imagery to invoke sensory experience in a gendered body, as a vital part of a multi-levelled interpretative process. Francesco deliberately chose to heighten the impact of the reader’s journey through the text by evoking sensory data from the world of experience to make the engagement with the words more meaningful. He wrote, as a male author, for men and women, especially for individuals within a familial context; however, as I argue here, there might well have been a good deal of slippage in terms of gender identity and reading across multiple-gendered audiences. To understand his contribution, we should examine his two main authorial projects.

Francesco’s work for men, the Documenti d’amore, is a handbook of good manners begun in Italy before 1309 and finished in Provence around 1313. He adopted a complicated textual structure for this book, with poetry written in the vernacular, or volgare, which was accompanied by a Latin prose paraphrase, and finally completed by an adjacent detailed Latin gloss. Not surprisingly given his legal training, the page layout resembles Bolognese legal manuscripts done in the manner known as textus inclusus, in which texts on each page are nested within each other and share a sense of interplay as they are read. In the case of the Documenti manuscript, the page layout features a central image with vernacular poetry, a wrapping of the poem by a Latin paraphrase, and finally the gloss, so that the commentary extends across two columns of the full page.

The Documenti manuscripts include illustrations of his various allegorical ideas, which Francesco designed himself. Current scholarship rejects the previously held notion that the illustrations were done by his hand: he is now assigned a supervisory role in the creation of the imagery, while the identity of the artists who worked on the manuscripts is much debated. Each of the chapters starts with a personified allegorical image (such as Hope or Prudence) functioning as a pictorial heading to the chapter. There are occasional illustrations of key concepts, such as the times of day and ages of man, in the body of some chapters. Francesco seems to have only included these rare illustrative images within the chapter if the idea under discussion was particularly complex and warranted a more detailed explanation. In the accompanying text near the images of Hope and Innocence, for example, he states explicitly that the textual explanation will not be enough: the images complement and complete the reading process.

The Reggimento, on the other hand, might seem at first glance to be designed for an exclusively female readership, although as will be discussed shortly, this assumption must be challenged. The Reggimento is written in the volgare, with some sections in verse and some in prose, making it more approachable linguistically than the Documenti since the Latinate tradition pertained fairly exclusively to men. The textual
component is much more straightforward, with no wrapping of texts within each other on a page; rather, the different genres of text follow each other in straightforward linear fashion. The one extant and complete fourteenth-century manuscript of the *Reggimento*, now housed in the Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana (Barb. lat. 4001), has blank spaces provided for illustrations, usually functioning as pictorial headings to chapters, although these were never completed, as we can see from figure 2. The author apparently intended to use similar, if not identical images, in several sections of each conduct book; for instance, Justice would have been featured in both. The composition of the two works were thus inextricably linked in the author’s mind. Francesco tells us that he began his project in Florence with the composition of the text of the *Reggimento* but had to abandon the notebooks when he was forced into exile, and then travelled in northern Italy and throughout France. He commenced work on the *Documenti* instead, and, a little later, resumed the project of writing for women, which was completed around 1318 or 1320. Sansone argues that we also have a possible first redaction of his work surviving in one fourteenth-century manuscript now in Rome, although others believe the text is only an extract from the original version. It is clear that Francesco developed both projects in his mind over time, based on the close interconnections found in the two texts.

In the *Documenti*, Francesco promotes the importance of grace, gratitude, and charitable love to his readers, indicating that love begins with sight and sensory experience but then develops as we progress through life stages and events, as we develop progressively more complex forms of understanding, including reasoning and spiritual revelation. He conveys his message through the appearances of a set of twelve allegorical personages who guide the reader in the acquisition of knowledge of the diverse forms of love. Each personage shapes the material in their respective chapter, in the following order: Docilitas (Sweetness), Industria (Industry), Constantia (Constancy), Discretio (Discretion), Patientia (Patience), Spes (Hope), Prudentia (Prudence), Gloria (Glory), Justitia (Justice), Innocentia (Innocence), Gratitudo (Gratitude), ending with Eternitas (Eternal Love). This text presents the journey of knowledge shaped by a concept of love that he connected to developing nobility of the soul, a topic that had occupied the contemporary authors Guido Guinizzelli and Dante. Eleonora Stoppino’s recent study of Francesco’s texts stresses that the *Documenti d’amore* offers advice on how to lead an honest and virtuous life. Given the fact that it is written in Latin and volgare, its intended audience is more specialized than the *Reggimento* in terms of the literacy levels of its readers.

In the *Reggimento*, Francesco’s muse, Madonna—who resembles the Virgin Mary but is most probably Divine Intelligence—requests that he write a book of conduct for women. She, together with a variety of personified virtues, such as Onestate and Eloquenzia (Honesty and Eloquence), Piatate and Cortesia (Piety and Courtesy), guide the author in the writing of the book. Over the course of twenty chapters, the reader is introduced to, in the following order: Innocenzia (Innocence), Verginità (Virginity), Pazienza (Patience), Speranza (Hope), Castitate (Chastity), Costanza (Constancy), Continenza I (Continence), Continenza II (Continence), Religione (Religion), Fortezza (Fortitude), Netta Fede (Pure Faith), Lealtade (Loyalty), Sottigliezza (Subtlety), Libertà (Liberty), Conduct for Women with a Trade, Prudenzia (Prudence), Compassione (Compassion), Industria (Industry), and Justizia (Justice). Chapter twenty presents the book’s triumphant conclusion, which offers a vivid description of a magnificent procession featuring a number of important allegorical ladies, including his Madonna. Each allegorical figure presides over a particular stage in a woman’s life; the book is also important for its emphasis on rules of behaviour for different classes of women within society.

---

Figure 2. Francesco da Barberino, *Reggimento e costume di donna*, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Barb. lat. 4401, f. 63v. Reproduced with permission.
Like many late medieval authors, Francesco understood the role of sensory perception as the principal means for his readers of the *Reggimento* to acquire higher forms of knowledge. The recent scholarship on memorial traditions stresses the importance of the role of vivid, visual *imaginis agentes* and synaesthetic experience to animate the act of reading, to ensure a decisive impact on a reader’s *intentiones*, or responses. Francesco creates vivacious verbal pictures, which are highly visual and synaesthetic, to stimulate the responses of his readers in both his books.\(^{28}\)

As noted above, we are only able to study his use of both visual and verbal imagery to achieve this goal in the two fourteenth-century manuscripts of the *Documenti*, Barb. lat. 4077 and Barb. lat. 4076 in the Vatican library, given that copies of the *Reggimento* are unadorned.\(^{29}\) A number of scholars, especially Daniela Goldin, Eva Frojmovic, and Robyn Frechet, have advanced our understanding of the author’s interest in manipulating the strong interplay of the visual and the verbal in these two extant illustrated manuscripts of the *Documenti*. The blank spaces on some of the pages of Barb. lat. 4001, the manuscript of the *Reggimento*, are tantalizingly empty as we try to supply the missing imagery in our mind’s eye.\(^{30}\) One distinctive feature of the *Reggimento* is the many verbal images Francesco provides of his struggle to write the book: these scenes rely on his description of his inner state—he is tired of writing, or filled with fear; he desires his Madonna, he is rewarded with some form of vision of her. As Lilianne Dulac notes, it is as if the book is being written before our very eyes: we are constantly made aware of the author’s presence in the text, as we follow his body moving through space, or gain insight into his emotional world, especially in relation to the act of writing his text.\(^{31}\)

The author also appeals to the reader’s sense of space, and many of the scenes of this quest take place in an urban environment. Contemporary readers could imagine the author’s quest taking place in spaces that resembled the daily world of a typical late medieval European city or town. Since Francesco refers at times to noble ladies and social structures in late medieval France, scholars believe that he was writing for a pan-European audience, not just for his fellow countrymen and women.

Francesco uses allegory, a style of writing and mental mode greatly loved by many medieval and early modern thinkers, as one key strand in his writing. This form of writing offers readers complicated puzzles to work out in terms of levels of understanding, in the form of a series of passages that must be read in line with ethical traditions of reading and writing. According to Mary Carruthers, such allegorical puzzles are both anxiety producing and stimulating: the goal of reading requires that the reader find the right links to gather the clues into a significant chain of meaning.\(^{32}\) The prologue to the *Reggimento*, for instance, states explicitly:

---

The author makes no promises that his message will be received by all, and he steadfastly refuses to disclose the identity of his mysterious lady-love. There are many clues throughout indicating that Francesco expected his readers to work at the text and extract an important chain of meanings as they read from beginning to end.

Before considering the specific nature of these active, “speaking pictures” in the *Reggimento*, it is important to summarize Francesco’s contribution to Italian literature at a pivotal moment in its history. There is no denying that the long and complicated Latin glosses surrounding his poetry in the *Documenti*, and the loose sense of narrative structure overall, would not have been easily comprehended by most readers of the period. However, despite lingering doubts about the artistic merits of his writing, there has been a steady stream of dedicated scholars over the centuries who have recognized his unique literary voice. In his study of 1883, Antoine Thomas indicated the extraordinary depth of Francesco’s knowledge of Provençal troubadour poetry.\(^{34}\) More recently, we have become aware of the wealth of his knowledge of the writing of Alan of Lilles, William of Conches, and Vincent of Beauvais.\(^{35}\) Catherine Guimbard’s articles on Francesco demonstrate his importance as a writer who addressed the changing political and social terrain of Florence during the period of the *Ordinamenti di Giustizia* of 1293, as well as several decades later, upon his return from political exile to Florence in 1315.\(^{36}\) Our author is therefore a very learned man, with modest literary talent. He did not form part of what Italian literary historiographers called the *stilnovisti*, Tuscan poets of the “sweet new style,” a group that included Cina da Pistoia, Guido Cavalcanti, and Dante. As noted previously, he has attracted significant attention for his contribution to the development of the tradition of the *novella* in the period before Boccaccio.

Yet as Carruthers reminds us, authors like Francesco of didactic, vernacular compilations and florilegia provided their audiences with distinctive (but not original) works, which were indicative of Italian and French pre-humanist concerns during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.\(^{37}\) Authors such as Brunetto Latini, Bono Giambono, Ser Zucchero Bencivenni, and Francesco da Barberino wrote with the aim of shaping the moral and ethical character of the laity, while at the same time
providing an occasion for their own meditative, memorial acts of composition. For instance, Bono Giambono, in his vernacular translation of the ancient memorial treatise Rhetorica ad Herennium, advised writers to make use of aural-visual synaesthesia, suggesting that images should speak. The cultivation of the art of memory by these Tuscan authors encouraged and inspired the creation of visual-verbal imagery in works of art and literature. Francesco da Barberino’s writings reveal the influence of these ideas, and his connection with this important group of thinkers. As Yates and Carruthers make clear, the memory arts do pertain in large measure to the formation of the morality of the person, and, I would add, this was related to learning how to read, think, and interpret.

Francesco makes use of three main textual strategies in the Reggimento. The first, and perhaps most intriguing strategy because of the interpretive puzzle it presents, is that of allegorical writing, which includes the story of the author’s quest for Madonna, presented as a series of tableaux monuvants, or moving pictures. The end result is the reader’s greater understanding of the nature of his Madonna. This strategy also includes the series of meetings between allegorical women who instruct their charges, as in the example of Innocence who advises the young girl in chapter one (Parte Prima). In the illustrated manuscripts of the Documenti d’amore, each one of the personified virtues, presented as a female figure, is displayed in a type of architectural frame or is enthroned and centered on the page; the images seem to speak directly to the reader, connecting the words they are reading to their summation in pictorial form on the page. As MacLaren states, the textual columns on the page “reinforce the presence of the figures, and . . . imply that the personification above is the embodiment of the text below.”

Francesco also included a body of didactic teaching, which is presented throughout, with quotations from learned authorities such as Hippocrates or Galen on pertinent topics such as pregnancy, breast-feeding, habits of dress, and so on. The third strand in the writing is the more narrative material, which weaves together maxims, exempla, novelle, and anecdotes, ranging in time from antiquity to the fourteenth century; a large part of this material is based on stories taken from courtly literature. There is only space here to consider the allegorical strand of his work, although a fuller study of the interweaving of the different kinds of writing here—the exempla, novelle, didactic prose—is obviously necessary to understand the many ways that the author seeks to shape his readers’ responses to his ideas of moral formation.

Francesco made allowances in the Reggimento for all sorts of social classes of readers, as in chapters eleven to fifteen of his book, which were written for servants and other females “di commune stato” (commoners). These chapters are written in a very straightforward fashion, and they do not contain any allegorical passages, presumably because he assumed this kind of reader would not have sufficient training in this mode of reading. The manuscript defines conduct for women of all stations: he discusses the smallest details—how to smile so as not to show too many teeth—or he offers prescriptive examples, such as the tale of a potential bride who lost her lover to a woman of a lower social rank than her, simply because she showed too much leg while dancing. Servants may have responded to the work, less in terms of gender roles (to be discussed below) than in terms of wishing to act less common, more like the noble ladies described so convincingly in the allegorical sections or in the vivid, didactic novelle. Whatever the social situation and whoever the reader, the book repeatedly stresses the value of pursuing self-control, of behaving in the best manner possible.

No scholar has to date considered his texts in terms of how they would impact on gendered readers. Of course, it is notoriously difficult to construe medieval attitudes to reading responses to any text. We would do well to remember the cautionary words by Jocelyn Wogan-Browne in relation to women’s responses to the early thirteenth-century Guide for Anchoresses (Ancrenee Wisse): she reminds us that “reading is an uncontain­able as well as a highly scripted activity.” So much of what Francesco recommends is the acquisition of the ideals of self-control, denial of the self, and the restriction of sexual impulses, encouraging his readers to seek out the compensation of a transcendental search for knowledge.

The Reggimento is a book of conduct written for women by a man, with the usual prescriptive patterns of behaviour for females. This seems to be the potentially dominant message—that is, if we privilege a straightforward reading of the text itself, as well as consider the implied authorial intentions. Like other works in this genre of literature, Francesco’s conduct books were intended to play an ideological role in the process of bourgeois self-definition, which obviously plays into gendered categories of appropriate behaviour for men and women. Guibbard, for instance, argues that his texts present a set of values that endorse worldly and material success in a late medieval urban context. As Roberta Krueger states, in a general comment about how authors of conduct books imposed their authority on women readers,

It is hardly necessary to emphasize the masculine bias of such a cultural construction of femininity….The speaker who in­structs is imbued with the authority and power that accrues to him because of his sex; the female recipient of the lesson is subordinate to the speaker by virtue of her non-authority.

But was Francesco’s text only offering a top-down mediation of masculinist authority to his readers?

In fact, there are important clues throughout Francesco’s text itself suggesting that the book was intended both for male and female readers, within the context of the family, and this
fact allows us to probe more deeply into how gender would shape reader response. Francesco addresses readers directly throughout the book, as in this example: “Ma pertanto che gli legatori e le donne che legeranno vorranno tal fita inducer le sue figlie a bella costumanza, per esempio porete legere qui una legiadria e bella novella.” The (ostensibly) a spiritualized body of his Madonna. This is evident in his attention to describing parts of the female body especially the lessons of love-service presented by Francesco. As Ashley notes, the marginalia in manuscript copies of the didactic *Miroir des bonnes femmes* indicates that men, women, and children possessed and read conduct books, thereby disrupting “any simple binary system that separates male from female reading.”

The single extant fourteenth-century manuscript copy of the *Reggimento* does not reveal a similar use of the margins to record events in a family’s identity—as stated, they are blank—nor, for that matter, is this function in any way apparent in the two manuscripts of the *Documenti*. Nevertheless, the recent scholarship on the complex roles played by conduct literature in late medieval society urges us to be cautious in how we construe medieval readership responses: in sum, we must not assume a simple binary pattern of male versus female readers for his texts.

A reminder that books like this worked to construct the identity of a household may help us understand how women and men would have experienced the male desire of Francesco for the object of his quest in rich and varied ways, with much slippage in gender roles—a phenomenon evident in late medieval spiritual writing, or, as found recently by Jennifer Rondeau, occurred in the verses of Italian confraternity *laude*, or songs of praise. “Reading like a man” would make sense as part of the pattern of communal reading led by the *paterfamilias*, perhaps with all the members of the household present, including servants, as a performative experience. For instance, scholars have noted the strongly Marian language Francesco used to describe his Madonna, as well as the importance of his devoted love-service to her. A female reader might have imagined herself as Madonna, object of a love-quest, or she might have followed the desiring subjectivity of the male author. The men of the household had equally important reasons to value the promise of social advancement of their family members, and women in particular, through the acquisition of proper modes of conduct, especially the lessons of love-service presented by Francesco.

Karma Lochrie’s work challenging traditional heterosexist assumptions in our scholarship on late medieval women offers a further note of caution. She reminds us,

In Bynum’s work, and in most medieval scholarship, female mystical desire signifies only when it is heterosexual, when it confirms the masculine conventions of mysticism….From Hadewijch’s fierce inversion of the courtly love tropes of mystical desire to Catherine of Siena’s erotic coarticulation of the erotic and the sexual, female mystical discourse confounds gender and the heteronormative categories it inhabits, queering them, causing them to lapse, balk and swerve.
text. Instead, I would argue for a range of different responses and possibilities within each reader as they experience the text, whether they are actually reading or hearing it. This greater openness and mutability offers us the capacity to imagine individuals who were capable of contesting sexual and gender codes, for “transgressive reinscriptions,” as Lochrie states, of the codes of conduct. With this framework in mind, we may now encounter the text itself, particularly its allegorical thread and the use of verbal and visual images, to gauge some of the possible responses for readers.

As stated above, one of the keys to acquiring a spiritualized type of knowledge through reading is learning how to read “properly,” how to grapple with the author’s allegorical puzzle. As Dulac notes, Madonna is an allegorical figure who, especially at the beginning of the book, is at once present and absent, interacting briefly with our author without fully revealing herself.

Then, as we progress through the book, from prologue to chapters two, four, six, nine, sixteen and twenty, we are offered more and more information on the physical nature and inner qualities of Madonna, until we experience the epiphanic presence of the Madonna and her virtuous ladies in the procession described in chapter twenty; Francesco relied on the capacity of his words and images to make the work memorable. Finally, the author receives his reward, a precious jewel from her crown, and the book comes to an end. The reader is aware, as we progress, of the author’s various trials and tribulations, the setbacks and obstacles to his understanding—but he does become increasingly worthy of receiving a fuller vision of his lady, mimicking the kind of journey that a knowledgeable reader would also undergo.

In the Proemio, or prologue, the action unfolds mostly as a series of spoken parts by the various allegorical personages: Madonna, Honesty, Industry, Eloquence, Piety, and Courtesy. But before their humble servant, Francesco, will accept the task of writing the book of conduct for women, he wonders why Madonna is hidden from his view. She replies, “[N]on voglio che tu conosca le più belle cose della terra.62 Unexpectedly in terms of narrative progression, he addresses a group of women who are out walking to a festive celebration. He asks them if they have seen a lady who has no name, who reveals herself to those who are wise and know how to recognize her speech and her visage. They reply that they have seen such a lady, who was seated in a garden:

[N]oi passando qua per un giardino vedemmo star a piè d’una fontana una solenne donna chiusa in velo e non vedemmo persona con lei. Un picciol cuciolino avia da piedi;...sue man lavava alla spina del fonte.63 (We, passing by a garden near here, saw, resting at the foot of a fountain, a solemn lady enclosed in a veil, who was alone....She had a little dog at her feet....she was washing her hands in the fountain.)

The next line focuses in particular on her hands, which were “bianche...e lunghe e spendienti” (white...long and splendid), her arms and shoulders are “amorose,” lovable. She wears silk slippers adorned with precious jewels. The visual description is interrupted by the introduction of the element of sound. The ladies are amazed at her beauty, and they make a noise: at this, the lady turns her eyes to the group, and her audience falls to the ground, overcome by her splendour and wonder. The lady flees, but in fleeing she exudes an odour, prompting one of her onlookers to pronounce, “Questo è ’l Paradiso ché donna piena di tanto valore non saria venuta a dimorare in terra.” (This is Paradise, a lady so worthy could not have come to live on the earth.) Francesco, speaking through the voices of this group of ladies, presents us with a partial vision of what this attractive lady looks like, and notes the beauty of her sacred scent.
Eventually, the ladies direct Francesco toward a street that lies off an alleyway; there he will find a palace in an opening, where he must go and call on the lady. Having arrived at the palace, he first encounters Cautela (Caution), who blocks his access to the lady until Cortesia (Courtesy) intervenes on his behalf. When he is finally brought before Madonna, Piagere (Pleasure) and Dolcezza (Sweetness) bind him with Madonna’s veil. Madonna asks her companions to tie him even tighter. Her face is veiled, and Francesco mentions that he can only see her eyes. The scene takes place in a beautiful room covered with paintings, and Madonna is seated on a large sapphire.66

Francesco tells her that just a few days ago he had a vision, which is difficult to understand—perhaps she will be able to assist him in its interpretation. She asks him to recount the vision to the assembly. He states that he experienced an image of himself as a parrot, bound and held on a carpet in a large pavilion. The parrot has been brought before a lady who is seated on a sapphire, “una libera donna in veste onesta” (a free lady in honest raiment). The lady then binds the parrot with her garland, and he is caught and transformed into a viper (as he writes, “mi fe’ legare e io divenni tiro”).67 Madonna wonders: Is she the same lady as shown in the vision, and how or why was he caught in this way? No conclusive answer emerges in the text, but Francesco then suggests that some people might wish to flee from the lady—these will be individuals who are unfaithful to her (the implication is that others will not be so afraid and will be brought before her). Her effect on humans is very similar to the workings of the God of Love discussed in the Documenti.68 Next, she orders him to return to his first state, that of being a man rather than a bird or a viper; he will be able to resume his true nature if he is not afraid.

It would seem then, from these rather oblique and complicated passages, that the rewards for being love-struck with desire for this elevated lady are higher forms of understanding and a state of contemplative bliss, but only those who leave fear behind will experience these rewards. Suddenly, in an apparent moment of petulance—ever the courtly lady—Madonna orders him to leave. He may retain the veil and the garland. He takes his leave, content to carry on his task now that he has glimpsed her, now that he has these tokens to reassure him, even though they have parted company. For those readers who have identified with the author’s quest, the author seems to promise a series of small rewards and compensation for those who progress through the book, attempting to interpret meaning as they emerge from his quest to know her lady.

Francesco has used a number of common iconographic motifs from scripture and courtly love traditions. He refers several times to a garden, alluding presumably to the one in the Song of Songs, the paradisiacal spot, the locus amoenus. The group of passing ladies has been privileged to catch a glimpse of Madonna’s veiled face, her splendid hands, her feet. There is an eroticized quality in the way the ladies describe her body. When Francesco arrives in her audience chamber, he is bound with her veil and garland—common literary conventions from the romance tradition.69 Yet as happened within this literary tradition, the object of his desire is cast in terms of fleeting encounters; she remains an object of shifting desire.

The allegory becomes more elaborate in chapter six. This chapter is devoted to the widow, who is comforted by Constancy. The author has learned to form an image of Madonna in his mind’s eye (as he writes, “cogi occhi della mente mia”),70 which forms part of the tradition of memorial recollection. He is accompanied by two virtuous ladies, Piety and Courtesy, who help him to endure many trials: he enters a dark wood but they tell him to not fear the “passi dubiosi,” the fearful places. He then has to pass through fire, all the while shielding his eyes. We are told also that these ladies have no need for food, indicative of their superhuman status.71 He traverses mountains covered with snow and intensely cold; he crosses rivers, enduring hardship for two hundred days. Once he has reached his goal, Madonna commands him to look at her; she points out that her faithful little dog always accompanies her.72 Francesco, in turn, offers a more detailed reading of her body than we have encountered to date in the text: her breasts that nourish, her voice that calms him, her aura that cleanses his heart. From her glorious hair to the perfection of her lips, hands, and feet, she was clearly created in the mind of God, before all other creatures.73 Both here and in the Documenti, Francesco makes use of the traditional language of Marian devotion to offer praises to his lady. She asks him about the progress of the book that he is writing, and then he is dismissed, but told to return tomorrow to a nearby chapel at nones, that is, around three o’clock.74

Chapter nine is devoted to Religion, particularly to the religious woman living in a monastery, or in perpetual enclosure. Almost at the very end of the chapter, he grows tired again of writing the book. He first asks a pilgrim, a cavaliere, or knight, if he has seen his lady. The knight has seen her at the top of a distant mountain: Francesco must look for her at the entrance to a large white pavilion.75 The mountain seems impassable, with its many rocks, crevices, and boulders, but Francesco is carried to his goal on the back of a female beast.76 He receives a scolding from Madonna, who is growing impatient with him and wants him to finish the book. She offers him the support of Perseveranza (Perseverance) that he might complete his task. This time, however, when he asks for a token from her, she refuses.77 The chapter ends with Francesco addressing his readers directly, telling them to remember the lady and the company she keeps.

In chapter sixteen, which is devoted to Prudence and comprised of many moralistic comments about women, Francesco
sees Madonna again. Since this chapter discusses how women adorn themselves in an appropriate manner, it seems fitting that he should profit from the unexpected vision of Madonna who passes by in her carriage. This time, Penitenzia (Penitence) calms his ever-present fears and prompts him to speak to Madonna directly. He comments on Madonna's beauty, noting that a star obscures her face: if only she would remove it, he might see her better. Of course, she refuses and they part company, but not before she has urged him to go with Penitence. He has been humbled, he says, and these ladies have returned him to the "ritta via," or correct path. Suddenly, the reader is returned to the mundane world of hair care and dental treatments.

The book concludes with the grand procession of Madonna and her court, with the last chapter being presided over by the allegorical figure of Conclusion. Eloquence agrees to assist him in the task of describing the scene before his eyes. She helps him to name the different personages riding by: Onestà (Honesty), Prudenzia (Prudence), Providenzià (Providence), Circonspectione (Circumspection), Justizia (Justice), and so on. He is brought before Intelletto (Intellect), who ushers him into the presence of Madonna. The penultimate section in chapter twenty is a lengthy prayer praising Madonna, which is also heavily reliant on Marian imagery. At last he receives a reward for all his work; the book is complete and Madonna presents him with a splendid jewel from her crown. She urges Francesco to look more closely at the jewel, to see an image carved upon its surface:

E guarda, nella parte ch'é nel mezzo, quella figura che scolpita v'è entro; poi leggi il primo cerchio verso l'mezzo, poi lo sicondo, poi 'l terzo e 'l quarto, e dà volta alla pietra e leggi il quinto, poi ti rimembra di che vuò sapere. (And look at the part in the centre, at the figure which is sculpted there; then read the first circle towards the middle, then the second, then the third and the fourth, and then turn the stone and read the fifth, then you can remember that which you want to know.)

This is clearly a mnemonic device designed to act as a memorable image for the recollection of the various stages of remembrance. The description may seem a little vague, but he/we have in fact seen Madonna and learned a little more about her over five appearances. Our view of her in the final chapter is the most complete, and we are encouraged to try to remember her manifold aspects in a series of progressive steps. Like the picture poems by Theodulph of Orleans, or Hugh of St. Victor's image of Noah's ark, which rely on images of maps or trees to stimulate memorial reflections and meditative composition in the minds of listeners or readers, Francesco's description of the jewel is a mnemonic prompt for readers of his text. His invitation to use the picture is clear, suggesting that he considered his jewel-picture, or even the earlier pictures of Madonna, to be tools for further meditation and interpretation, not just a fixed illustration of concepts. With some application, we can form a chain of vivid imagines, which are fleshed out fully, one might even say, in vivid synaesthetic detail.

Our understanding of negotiating text and image is complicated further by suggesting that the role of gender and sexuality in terms of the readership of this memorable conduct book must also be considered. This essay has suggested that analyzing gendered readership in the conduct books by Francesco da Barberino offers modern-day readers an important avenue to better understand the complex dynamic of reading processes: in particular, we need to do more research on how reading could shape social, religious, moral, and gendered identities in late medieval European society. The Regimento and Documenti d'amore did, no doubt, serve to reinforce dominant cultural definitions of masculinity and femininity. But texts such as this cannot be read along simplistic lines of male/female response. The subtle play of power, pleasure, and desire within the Regimento, and the troubling notion of women reading "like a man," anxious to know the body and spirit of Madonna (Divine Intelligence), or the possibility of the arousal of same-sex desire, indicates that the effect of courtesy manuals upon the reader was more complicated than we had previously imagined. We must not assume that readers necessarily adhered to rigid patterns of sexual conformity. Their response may, in fact, have been troubled, caught as they were between Francesco's overt advocacy of female chastity, and his construction of the female body as a site of desire. Needless to say, we must remember that his texts do not represent the reality of life for late medieval men and women; rather, this author offers us an idealized view of how he wishes social life could be ordered: these are his dreams of the highest standards of conduct.

Above all, his writings belong to a pan-European project of long duration that continues on into the early modern period, a project that is being increasingly explored by scholars examining literacy and identity-formation. Francesco's texts expressed advocacy of female chastity, and his construction of the female body as a site of desire. Needless to say, we must remember that his texts do not represent the reality of life for late medieval men and women; rather, this author offers us an idealized view of how he wishes social life could be ordered: these are his dreams of the highest standards of conduct.

In the late medieval and early modern period, the reception of texts was far from a simple and obvious business...It was a complex and demanding process that required...great concentration...advanced skills in the techniques of mnemonics (memoria), meditatio, and interpretatio.

Francesco's exploitation of text and image in his writings places him firmly within a changing socio-cultural context that saw the expansion of literacy and the rising importance of self-formation for men and women alike.
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